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SJSU student
awarded $850
for poisoning
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Evaluations turn
tables on teachers

Leapin’ Lasers

By Jon Perci
sc.cic
11,

By Leah Rower
\oat WritTo
Bruce Roseman had his (lay in court against
Sprirtrm Dining ServirT.T.T. uver Christmas break.
Roseman, a public relations nuliur it San
’lose State lniversity. was awarded $srit) by the
Los Gat, Small Claims Court for possihly con
tracting food poisoning idler eating at the
Spartan Puh
"I couldn’t prove conclusively that Spartan
Shops, caused it mid they couldn’t conclusively
prove they hadn’t caused it,- Roseman said.
Itosernan said that he understood that an
organization as large as Spartan Shops is difficult to run and accidents do liappen but he felt
that the vegetarian sandwich he’d raten wits the
source ,4 hi,
"Ni, one meant me any kirm. Roseman said
Iii ’V list Iii uhf hay’, realized that the- stuff
happen,As..,,.eite Executive Director of Srartiiii
Skip, ;terry Nfininaugh said that after discussing th, p.,ibility of food poisoning with the
Sant .1 t ’Irira ’minty I/iseasi. Control Prevention
1 hvisi. al. St udent 1 lealth SerVICIIS ;Ind the (MinII ,cI-VicIe, such an event was ruled out
ty
.,erVIrics tiulil us they (MAUI(’ Mr
lic )stman
t
sick from any ,4 our shops,ininaugh said "11.e.vr. served millions of nu.als
here and there has never been a case like this."
Director of the Student Health Center Robert
Latta silld that documenting food poisoning is a
difficult proces.s. especially when there is only
one rep,,rt,d1wetirrcnci.
to prove if it is fiiod poisoning
-The Iail%
is to get a ,t1 sample and culture the agent,
tirli as salmonella or Staph, (Mt mit it Latta
,A1c1 It I, Ildrd tm I dicc11111ent
S.11111cc111.11.1 and staphylococcal are the two
,.,,nonon ;wows in food horne illnesses
1<.,,t -man, who tell ill Sept 9, 1997, received
IcIllerVellry Medic -al !rem Illiclit at 1)01-111111Can
Sarim Cruz 11,,pital on Sept 10 Attic tieing
treated tor timisea rind receiving intravr.nous
fluid,. the attending physician noted on
Ros,,inan’s chart that his vomiting could be due
lu ’it pm ii ’Ii Iii
mit.iN
CilSeS (if 1o«(11101$1111111g won, report
id during that time at 5.151’. according to Latta
The Santa Clara Di.,..ase Control l’revention
Division al,,, said trait no additional cases ot
d poisoning had her.ri reported
,,,niione thinks they are sick from food
poisoning. they should call the Student Ilealth
Center. Pre-amian said
need to report it

6

/)..1)%
Lasers’ guard Kedra Holland -Corn trios to tend oft defenders and grab a
rebound (Morel Sunday reutifr, garrili at the F veri! Cenue _asers have earned an
ABL playoff soil See related story on page 6.

Students %vhat get higher
latter teacher evalugrades
ations Students who get 1,,%ver
grades give had (multi ’r evaluations
Ii. i general id ,..1 that
ThIS
niany teachers have ahout tle
teaching effectiveness forms
which students till out at the
end of every semesti ’r. acc,rnling
to Jo Sprague, acting associate
dean of the office of public
affairs.
"My sense is that the students %Yho like the teacher give
higher ratings.- history professor David NliNeil said
There are mare than 50.000
forms collected from 2.5110 (.11.,
es, according to
Research
Associate Steve Aquino ut
Institutional Research The form
consists of 14 questnals that
evaluate the effictiv.riess .4 the
teacher. The questions range
from rating the overall effect P.a.
ness of the instructor. judging
whether the teacher was prepared for class ;old grading the
teacher’s own grading procedure.
"I notice what areas students
think I’m dr4icient 111. ;111(1 1 try
tO 1111p/11\1’ on them.- screenwraing mind film history professor
Scott Sublett said.
Sublett mentioned thi, fact
that in one class lie got an averth,
age rating when it cainc
time
question of using
effectively Th, ii,xt
he
made a conscem, effort t,
intprove on it
The form is proce-sed ir%
department 1’’ itil lilt lit nito
rullege eumnuttee hefure
mg the dean ’it the rulleg, It
then gues to a unoersit% corn
the
I(11
nutlet, which
,.1 1.1,111
assuriate vire In ’’-iii
ty affairs The last stop t- the
president of the riniversit%
Data is then collected and
tabulated
hy
Inst it tit tonal
Research and is used r
I,.It,
evaluate teacher 1.11,4111;m,, In
the classrearn trarn a -tudent
pt.r-Tp,rtive
Spragale
111,t1 th,

teal is trust "mu piece TTI tie( pie in it haw list of determinant, in
(valiatt mg a teacher I’eer obser
vat ion, revii.w of materials mid
help from experts in teaching
techniques are .111 used ill ,jurIgmg the teacher, lie said
Eor some teachers, nuscim
it ptions ribout the turrns lirnimt
their effectivene,,
’I don’t thmk the students
have the f1rgi.fiest idea of all the
facturs mvulved.- student evalu
ill’ n eaturnatee meruher Seth
Bat, ’,aid -The v..11,11,.. c1.11111111
1111, 111, 1i1 he aware ut the lam
tattunsSprague puinted mint that the
fornis don’t ask ;Mout div(.rsityissues. such :IS a teitelier’s deal
utg %(.1111 race and gender "hhe
fume., .11,-(( (1,.n’t take into
account plis:-.11,1.. -indent vendet
his and lack ot student knuTededge. iicc,.rding
,r’ gm
’1 (Inna oV(.11 p;O. 11111C11 ;110’11
Oil) 1111111.111.- 1(11S111(’SS manage
rnent Inalar Al l’arre, said "I hl
what Imsis ,1,, 1 bo-o trim tm’,’,
siTals an’’ 1 T.T.’,.uld ’lave t,T have Ta
lilt it re.c.uns ITT give [twin an
unsall,tartur\ ;_rradeTurn, added that the idea of
,st,faiitdent vendetts
a is possible,
ilth
rough
he
-man any sign
-If I mm-as getting a bad grade.
I wouldn’t downgrade a teacher.tre,linian (1T1,.111’.11,anitiu ,aut
.Veurding to Pates and T.Terne
teacher,. the..., 1 actarT. 1101
cliangt,1 the forms from it tool of
mstitlitional Improienitrift,,
evaluation tor personnel issues.
such
teacher popularit%
Suhlett
,t1ggested that the
torni, lead to a change In the
,Illilclit te.icher
relation,1111.
%%11,r. respect is 1,1S1 due
heitu.1 \
TT, ell hailers
vie%%,,,I
cii-aonicr
always right. %%IP r, the student
is there to learn trom
%VIP, liflomm, heti, r than the% do
,S,:lain11,1,111-,i,"i
I 1 ...S.:,
ire-- tre.e, th.
All
Ic
t.. IT
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Dorm life; testing human
nature, co-ed sexuality
1111/1% Leigh GriT.cr
,?!

,,t,

i
n
that the ilarrie.,,Tr re -a
I-tim’ mill’ t,. ITT rah! 1, all correct , it
-’.111 .111-1...11.1,1’ I III \ rrit% are parked
till, ,rIlle,Ier 111.1 \
dent, 111,1 I.I..111t ti 111%,, tun
V1111,. tim-t people de,crilre their
ti,. l si
of their
Ilvt’- 111.11 111.1v he 1-1".1.1.111v 11’11.1 it
them 11,1%, e \penile, 1 life in the
dorm!,
"Dorm lute is like one big Inintrin sex
said marketing nialor
eperiment
IlVed nil
-lame, Eager. %vle,
W1,111,111’11 11tH tccl t%%,, semesters -I’ve
ref together
’1’1111". "111.111’‘I
in the dorm, Y.,11 ,cceic ,c)1111.11Ilic 111;11
mmii11o1111.111 1VO111(111.1 gc1 V61111. 11111
bri’,111,1
)11St there"
That .ein,tii br the rase in inati
of th, dui n,
is
inatt,.r ,ml
acc,,nliiir to Iiicliard\Vasliini.ft,m III, a
hies in .1oe West 11,111
111 %ear old
’1/411 ’moo ha... to dir is pick up the
till’ 111111r open f1ir
phone and ,.1%
%%.,ilk dovri the
nil,’ You old% 11.1%.
hall. and You don t ha% r. to ,Iri% I. .111\
Where %Olen \miii re done or %.,,,rr%
about finding a parking space..
\Vasliington said
liii.uiess
personal
((((tilt ime,
becorm., !adrift kiim% ledge
-You ,11%%.1%, kii,1%% it soni,11111.,
,iiise (lie bids are really
ting
rest
squeak%
1\11,11,sa ()mid,
dent ut 7\larkhani 11.111
tti
W11111. -Texual pratile.ctut
ITT. Kelt
.1111IIIIV sante &rut
(1%y eller, it I -IT t nee,,....ardy that %%ay
for tit r..11.
Prim ar 11,,%%,.%er. seems to la, some
thing that re,ident, .4 (ht. dornis dont

get enough of
According (11 P. iii .1.1( k-,111 ii.
\Va.-111110.M’s n1.111111101’.
kiums Pati) of him i’. hmisuim
’Wm. Itki. ti, 1)1.1%
army-11w ganie
iii imoud lair floor to SOP 1111mm Imcny
rumors you can hear about voursell in
%%,,ek,-lackson said
\\lily many student, seem to be
11111111Y Irving iii (lie dorms. tie told
nation Sevin,: In he
c111
-The ti mil III
1)1t1111r CIII111111,111, ms
terrible and fattenuig, arid I like the
idea r it being able t1l (11111, ill
,%%n
food. Cella said
Ciotta plans ta
oit,. spartan
Village next seinester ie.. Joist !he
apartments are equipped m% ith
facilities
Imam. in the dornis is not all sex
and gossip Nlany students descrihe mt
as a learnmg atirl bonding ixper len. ,.
-You !fleet a wide variety of pc ccTch
Him
la% mg in the dorms ha,
1.m1., ill !Ill IV1/1.1, lit 101’1’4 VII’, ,1111111 k
grounds.- Ciotta said
Tliere is a lilt if 1,111’1101/11W
Ill) III till. dorms
"11.11en m oil live iii III, 111,1111-. 1«11
(loot rc,111 11.11i. 1(11,1111 ,1
Ind% or
.1 sororit% hecaii,e if, not like %urn
haue .1 Icrichle111 IncetlIM iceccicic ,I111
,cophicniccic. mu It’
Iii\ e, III Nlarklaini 11.111
Nlost -Indent- mIree
mmli.it, ,Ir Tool nollsT at IT Mc
(dam ht.
0111111111n inisconception
float nu 111111 am ’c ,tudies
You can t Maine not tildifW
1111rills It %.,ki \maw t., -hid\ (hum -it
arr. plent% of places that %on
You can lust lock %our it in %out
room. \Vallingtord sill
See
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Brandon Elliot
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R.D. Holmes.and
Chuck LaVoy

Campus residence halls filled near capacity
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Americans pushing
environmental limit:
future in jeopardy

Surprising campus
and community life:
there for the taking

Ainerican society is
erecting a huge
nonument to overconsumption
It dwarfs the Egyptian
pyramids ;mil is rapidly
appro;iching the size of
the I ;neat 11’all of China,
according to William
Ratlite and Cullen
Nit’ rphy, aut hors of
Ed Oberweiser -liublitsh ’fins colossus is the
in
REALITY BYTES Fresh Kills Landfill
Nt ’NS York’s Staten Island
and is the largest active
garbage dump in the tvorld.
Bruce I tIszet%ski. San Jose State University
environmental studies lecturer, said it is the
largest maii-imuh structure on the pliout
Americans act like drug addicts hooked .iii
convenience. buying unnecessary and overpackaged products Vii . (halve to the time of
the advertising pupp..tniasters who attack
our selt esteem and us, ,Sir insecurity to sell
us products they say 11 111 11111k, US more
zittract iv,, desir,ilile. virile or ’iii 1111
Fresh Kills is 25 time, ;is big as the Great
Egypti;in Pyramid ot klitilli alitl -Di iillit’S ;IS
IIITIS ;is tine A/1,c Icitiple (it the Sun at
T,,,n1,,,,,,,i. m,,,,.
It .".cup.-- :i.1100 .t, ,,,, ,ind it, ith,-, is estiiliatoqi .it 1011111111.ln Icol, Hathic and Cullen

deep in the male psyche, all say that a
real man should have a big, no, make
that a humongous penis and be able to
run a marathon rather than the 100yard dash. To have anything less than
the Kingsize Snicker, or last less than
five minutes, makes you inferior to your
schoolmate’s, friends and every other
male. Uh, no.
The men in porn are nothing more
than circus freaks and as far as their
ability to screw fiir hours on end the
tape. is looped together. The same scene
is played over and over.
While, I never saw it in person, thankfully, I have only known of one guy with
one. of those legendary porno-type rods,
Women both wanted and feared him.
But if you can get an honest answer out of
a stretch, I know the reality is that
women
that
size is important, but only to a point. Women
OcRiA!
sAce.ccen
firh’v.ilc.osrji.(e
I’ve talked to all say that while Vienna sausage
isn’t enough, a Hickory Farms beef stick isn’t
where it’s at, either.
Most women tell me. that there. has to be a
happy medium between how deep a man fishes
tend how he reels in his catch. A friend confided
that a man with all that and then some does nothing for her if he can’t close the deal.
Another friend said a large man is a turnoff
An informal poll of my women friends, roughly
15 or so, confirmed that girth counts more than
anything. Scientists have. proven that the most
sensitive part of the vagina is near the gates of
Heaven. Therefore, size would seem to have
absolutely no bearing in satisfying a woman.
My point is this: Men, you are probably no bigger or smaller than the guy sitting next to you as
you read this. Women, instead of worrying about
the size of your man’s best friend, concentrate on
how he treats you,
After all, you know what they say.
A good man is hard to find and ....

extremely disapIwas
pointed in San Jose
State University when
I started here in the Fall
semester, 1997.
The first thing someone said to me in a class
was "don’t expect too
much of a college, life. This
is a commuter school.I began to notice that
the, people in my classes
Leah iSo%cr
lived at least one. town
away, and there wasn’t
S.1.1 I F It RIM?
the on -campus community I remembered from
the University of Oregon.
Then I saw the writing ... a poster advertising a last-minute performance by the
Commitments, an Irish band whose movie I’d
seen years before.
The. band was amazing, but it really
shocked me that the. bar was well below capacity. When I asked people why they hadn’t
gone, I received a simple answer: no one. knew
the. band was here.
After that I kept looking at flyers and ads
for local events and realized this was a college
that could provide a lot of’ lifi...
Did you know Bill Gates i a.k.a. Satan), honored leader of Microsoft, spoke on campus to a
crowd that barely overflowed the. floor of the
Event Center?
That same day Elmore Leonard, the author
of "Jackie Brown" and -Get Shorty,- was also at
SJSC. lie signed books, read from his new
novel and almost made nu fall iunit of’ my chair
with laughter.
If you didn’t read the flyers in the Spartan
Daily, you probably missed it
I got to brag to everyone in parshiit when
Jay Lem> mentioned Leimard’s name four
times in as many minutes the next evening.
If you miss the events, what do you have’ to
brag about ... the. long COM mute?
In the last couple of weeks I have seen
Kevin Spacey, star of L.A. Confidential, and
action hero Jackie. Chan. I haul to walk a whole
two blocks from campus for that thrill.
There are approximately 180 recognized
clubs and organizations here. at SJSU, ;is well
as special events sponsored by various departments or the. Student Union.
Associated Students is offering 11 different
"Adventures- this term. You can learn massage
therapy, go to Great America or show up for
Major League Baseball’s opening game. All
you have to do is ask for information in the.
Student 1.7nion.
Downtown offers the new San Jose
Repertory Theater, Camera 3 Cinema, the
Center fin. the. lk.rforming Arts and my personal flit’, rite, the. Gordon Biersch Brewery
and Rest;iurant, all within walking distance.
Take advantage of :ill this school has to offer
you, because if you don’t you may miss out on
college life. Remember, this term still has a lot
of life left in it.

Aaron W,llioiun’ I the Spartan Daily sports editor,
Iii, rolumn appears euery Tuesday.

Leah Bower is a Spartan Dolly
staff ti.ri ter

If, ,.iil. the till ,.1 the iceberg
Nliller. III III, hook -laving in the
Environment.- said the rimed States produce, 11 billion tons ot garbage annually.
Miller said is. .i percent it it is prodtwed by
milustri,d ,ictiyities 11,11 to produce goods
and services tor con,tuners. Gnly 1.5 percent
C. municipal solid waste
In Califiallia ve have more cars tit= any
other state and a ,liWk111111 Of 3:3 million ills carded tires, according to the 1994 California
Integrated Waste Nlainigeinent Board report.
At least 29 million tires are dumped annually and the board predicts half of CalifOrnia’s
landfills will run i sit ot rum in 15 .years. flow
about using retreads. tolkss.’
With only 4 7 percent of the world’s population, the I’ S prodiwes one third of the
world’, garbage
We ,ire living unsustainably.
"clic ec,i,ystem is unable to absorb our
waste ,11111 pollution indefinitely It isn’t infinite or indestructible We depend on it for air,
water and natural resources which are the
IC- tlill( ti kick the overcorisumption habit
bet, ,re %ye bury the planet in garbage, dest royITIL’ our lib -support system. I)on’t let contrner,.ials cu Sit roi %our hehavior like I’avlov and his
iltiu

Let’s build a bilter monument Ii r future
general ems
a sustainable society Our
great-grandchildren will thank us.
(I Spartan Daily
.emor stall’ writer

AmeR c_11/4

The long and the short in the battle of the sexes
,-.1ze matter ’ Men want to
Does
know anti women won’t tell the
wimle truth.
I recently saw tlw photos of Pamela
Anderson Lee and Tommy Lee doing the
nasty, and I have only three words to
say.
"OH MY WHY! thought tlw centaurs, the half-man
half-horse of Greek mythology, didn’t
really exist I was wrong.
Lee proves beyond a shadow of a
doubt that Ilk is. indeed, not fair. A nick
star and hung like a stallion, I feel
gypped Anywho
All the hype about the photos and
home porn movie the Lees starred in
does raise the question of size and its importance
in relationships
Is it the size ,,f the wave, or the motion of’ the
ocean that counts ’ Length or girth? Paper or plastic? Wait, wrong column
The myth that a into can’t satisfy it woman
unless he is John Holmes, Dirk DiggliT. Long Dung
Silver or Riin Jeremy can be fueled by the fact that
the average length of a man’s penis is six inches,
where Ow average depth of a woman is eight inch l’:

’Kist, III .11] I ’CI /Ill /II IY

Ed ()he’ll 1I

EYE. 0t4

No wonder wonwn’s magazines are chock full of
stories about the thousands oi unsatisfied women
in the world.
But I’m here to say that it’s how good of a lover
you are, not that you look like Mick Jagger touring
with the Stones ill the 1980s.
Growing up, girls are force led the Cosmo and
a completely unattainable One
Vogue ’inapt.
ol what beau should be.
Boys are given the same standard, although not
/111-1 overtly as the girls, of what exemplifies a -real
man -As siiiin as a boy is old enough to know what
a girl is. they start looking a nuthe maps First. it’s
Daddy’s Playboys, then it’s your buddy’s Hustler
and then you graduate to porn flicks with the doors
locked to \ our bedroom with the shades pulled
down. These images front porn that art. planted

Show up and support team, or sit down and shut up
Th, Bulldogs ,ire coming. the Bulldogs are
Tomorniv., night a sea ot red will invade
the Event Celli er
hordes ot fans make
the trek North to cheer on the Shark Coach
Jerr% Tarkaniani and the Fresno State baskethall
-rhia big problem Not the fact that
FSI tans support their team, but that San
Jose State fin, 1I re outnumbered nit thi.ir
own house is dist iirlang
Fresno State considers SJSI. its true
rival, and tl win
5.1S1’ venues
make it 511./W
It is time tor Spartan fans to come out ot
the wirodtorks
the -Dugs that \ki
Will tnuut ruill o%er
Year after year Bulldog red dominates
the stand,: ot Spartan stadium tit. the Event
(-enter. and FSI fans hay’. to make a two -

EDITORIAL
hour-plus journey Most 5.151’ tints live
within 15 minutes of campus
11,:e. realize that kith 5.151’ basketbal
teams an. hawing their problems this year
but that should not preclude Us from getting
hyped up abnut playing nur rival.
Perhaps sonn. support might buy a few
victories 1ft tight games
The visiting teams know how easy SJSC
crowds are
After Texas Christian
I’llivrrsily crushed the Spartans OD Feb S,
Billy Tubbs was quoted as saying, ..iThe
crowd, ranks bad
They Just need to show
up and support their team
Exactly

If yl Ill look at most successful collegiate
sports programs, thi’y have, the fans. both
student and alumni -- support. The most
we have is Storinin’ Norman with his blue
and gold ince painting.
Ciimpare this to the 100,000 fans that
show up each week for a Michigan fiiotball
game. or the hype. that surrounds the. CalStanfOrd Big Game..
Ve’n. not asking for it crowd like. those. at
Allen F’ielelhouse at the. University of
Kansas or at I %micron Indoor Stadium at
Duke I ’t1119rsity or even Maples Pavilion up
at the Farm
What we are asking is for falls tun show up
for the vaine against Fresno inch make it
crystal clear that if you try to kick us when
we’re down we’re going to light back,
thy

st.t,su.s

Opinion page policies
Readers are. encouraged to express themselves ein the. Opinion
page, with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response. to an issue. or
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily
Submissions become. the property of the. Spartan Daily ; ind may
be edited lea. clarity’, grammar, libel and length Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the. Letters to the Editor box ;it the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel !bill Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY0r.iinc.sjsii.edu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily ()pinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Com m on kat it ins, Sall J01411 St al I’ [’iii v vrsit y. One Washington
Square, Sail .11 /tit 1, CA 95192-0149
Editorials are. written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published ()pillions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the. Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSIi.
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$5500 in Scholarships!!
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1997 1998 scholarship program.
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Sunshine ends; rain arrives in California
SACItANIEND ) ..11
After a %Yeekt.nd break
now FA
ine hided a little -tele-hine .
nhain
-dorm relied .ishotc NIondav %%all more
rain tor sodden California
Anil .ts many as tour more stornts could strike
N.a.thern Califorime this
"This year is definitely maknig a run and is on
pace. to certaink catch up with the \kettest vear in
histr% s2
lames Bailey. assistant chief
if the. stdo Flood e iperdtion- I ’yeller
"It %%oulel aiipedr dt this time, if all the quantity
precipitatmn that is forecast comes through
ind.t. it I. ,olss like it could be the second wettest
k I the y jr,’ Uiili said
i!es,2 s:i.cc hen the El Nino plteneinteneat was
ladled (cIctrriia had twice its ustiutl noire -

her of winter storms
During an El Nino, warm water normalk,
Med off Australia sloshes eastward to the west
coast of South America. adding heat energy to
weather systems. It was named fin. the Spanish
words leir baby Jesus because it usually hits South
American areiund Christmas.
California measures annual rauthill in a "water
year- beginning ()ct. 1. and most of the year’s rain
falls during the. winter. Bailey said eight state
water- measuring St at ii iris north of Sacramento are
already showing 185 percent of a normal year and
by the end if the week they could surpass 200 percent.
This week’s storms were predicted to be cold
ones, producing snow at low elevations in the
mountains and producing relatively little runoff

That is good news for stressed dams and levees
;thing the huge Sacramento utile’ San Joaquin river
systems that (kain CaliMrnia’s fertile Central Valley.
This c inter’s storms already have caused an
estimated $275 million to $300 million damage in
22 of the 31 counties where Gov. Pete Wilson has
declared slides of emergency At least 10 deaths
are blamed on the storms.
Damage. to Calit’ornia farms and ranches alone
has reached nearly $reei million. the California
Farm Bureau Federation said Monday ’lit hardest
are vegetable crops along the Southern California
coast and grain and hay en its; in the Sacramento Valley
Residents evacuated from 140 houses in Rio
Nido canyon along the. Russian River mirth c if San
Francisco were. allowed to return home for a few

minutes Monday to retrieve precious belongings.
Officials said thev don’t know when the. Rio
Nido residents will ht. allowed to return permanently because the area remains under a threat of
mudslides.
The new storms presented renewed threats at
Northern California’s Clear Lake. The lake crested
two ket ak we fleeced level last week and as many as
1,100 homes are still at risk.
Bailey said state officials hoped to repair about
24 small problems on levees in the Suisun Marsh
east of’ San Francisco. The ’mires do not protect
homes, but are critical in preserving an optimum
mix of salt water and fresh water fen- drinking and
wild lifi’ in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River
Delta.

Question isn’t whether defendant killed, but why
1

\IL\
1..ovrence
.11.- 1,1%% cor ackno%% ledge(’
in ...out Nlondav thit ui5 client
iii’ man who
not ,7rie eels
chopped a ( ’alitornia girls trills
ij in ite7
took a prostittete
liono and stabbed Iter to death
in his living room
In .in opening statement
alined .it keepenv Singleton eeeit
it iii ’ct ii
the lace ver said thu.
crime. wds a drunken struggle
over neeney and
knife, not
...,miething. he planned
The slay in.... can), 10 years
.itter Singleton was paroled for
raping a C.ilif.ernid teen :end
chipping oft her mails. a parole
greeted ley predictions that lie
would try to kill :warn
Singleton, 711.
quietly
while assistant ’-I it- attorney
l’ederi outlined the eviShe
dence
ai’din-t
Intii
uIV,

described how a painter walked
into Singleton’s house and sum
the. struggle, mid a deputy
answering a 911 call found
Roxanne Ilityes’ bloody body on
Ins floor.
This is not a who-done-it,"
she said.
-Lawrence Singleton ... looks
like um old man who could be an
uncle, a grandfather, a neighbor,
the person you sit next to at a
hasehall game. But what pm see
is not always what you get,- she
said. "On Feb 19. 1997. he was a
murderer, very plain. very simple.Singleton’s lawyer said the
stabbing was the act of a
depressed ;end over-medicated
mien who got into a drunken
struggle with the 31 -year-old
woman when she ;..rihbed at his
wallet. net a 1,1.0111,d slaying

Bay Area AIDS victim,
activist has new crusade
sAN FRANctsco
’Icc_
v ears after receiving a
habeen hint’ marroxv transplant. AIDS activist Jeff Getty’s
health is worsening - but not
enough tie stop him from voc.11
ly ereisading for greater ave.ere
ict.
lie-- of new inedic,el
(lures

Getty even has a new label
for himself. thee San Francisco
Chrome I, reported Monday
acticel
That’s sere. as in xenografts
and xene et renspl. int s. the. surgii.al transter ed organs between
-peel,particularly animals
to people
io:
in
Philadelphia on Saturday to
tutke part in a symposium on
for
pn.spect s
medical
xenogratts during the annual
meeting of the American
Associatniii
the
ter
Ade-nivel-nem it Stplico.
Then’ 1- no tederd inordtori
um ein transplants rom ani
rriil’ tip.ople and .1 recent
revievc hy the Piddle Ile .alt h
Service emelorsed further. \%ell monitored research inni it
But some authorities fear
that such transplants collItl
Olt ’,duce AV viruses or either
people
into
e1uii it ion.: could then create
flight.% intecti,ms diseases and
spay, n
possiblC
against wine li modern nierli
eine and nal ural human
immunia.N. cc’ uhf hivu’ tier
di -ft
Rio ;env’, po.it ion remains
firm
T. lima to sell somebody that
1, riiing
titlli.ss
gets
hut I hilt ht. Cannot
.1 Jul.!
get
could -tart .1 pig disease einf iu,ct us
hi’ miest ui
drum
li!, .11
IN,

(Lie’

it

tirda% si-slon v, argilhy DI’ SLIZa1111(’ I I, I,t :tfl Of
Allegheny
University of the. Health
Sc1111(1..,. She designed thu.
baboon transplant performed
oft Getty on INT 14. 1995, at
San
Frit nciscei
General
Hospital with participation by
University of’ Cutlitiirnia at San
Francisco doctors
(jetty, whit cc es then moving
into ath.uinced AIDS, got an
rift -el tern if baboon bone marrow Doctors beeped the. marrow
might colonize his own bones
and eventually create. a population of immune cells in his system.
Although the halsion cells
to
disappeared
below
detectable levels within a few
weeks of the injection. Getty’s
health improved - possibly
due to the radiation and other
treatments Getty got at the.
same time..
-I had been at death’s door."
hi. said "liut I got one pretty
psill year out of it."
In recent months. however.
Getty’s immune system has
again weakened, the. viral load
m his blood is rising, and sinus
anI asthrna-like breathing difficulties are returning.
I le. keeps his weight up with
the help of human growth hormone and anabolic steroids,
and is taking several experimental medications to slow the.
virus’ attack.
Inc the. meantime, Getty said
Ins experience has turned him
into a crusader for animal -tohuman transplants Iles goal is
to break down what he sues are
psychological and irrational
fears on the part of many people
"I’m the first,- he said. "hut
watch out, there are more. coming Sa t
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Teen snowboarder found;
upgraded to fair condition
LoN1.1 LIND\’Al’.
.\ I t
c’ear ,I1,1 snocc hodrafer
.Ittl I -eir%oing -ix el,n- In
free /ing
inperatures
ee as
oprr.Hled ti
Leer condition
Nlonda
at
Lorna
’arida
ersitc NIeelo el Caitter, a
spokes
en said
.101 Thornton of lir, le..lev was
tr.tristerr-d there- Sat ord.ec owlet
from
Foothill
i’resh\ ti ’nit
Hospital iii (;le.nelora. 1.eatia
Linda
spokeswoman
Anita
Rock \Yell 11.1\ den said
liockvell Idieden said the.
Lund\ of
21,u/Hum,’
teenager remie.sted t11,0 no other
information about him be
released Slw declined to claim
theti

Ic

rin :Mout \via\ hp was transferred to the facility
Foothill Presbyterian officials
have said JO suffered from frostbite to his arms, legs and hands
The teen disappeared from the.
Nfountain High ski resort near
Wright it,
in the San Guthrie’
Mountains while. snowfmarding
with his uncle..
Hi ,iilors Mond him Friday
and airlifted 111111 tue FOof11111
Presbyterian On Saturday, he,
we. Aw;e1ce, ;end talking and his
condition was improving 1)r
Kilikat

told

reporters

that it wits unclear whether the,
boy we mkt hese any fingers cur toes
to frostbite
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Lawrence Singleton ... looks like an old
man who could be an uncle, a grandfather, a neighbor, the person you sit next
to at a baseball game. But what you see
is not always what you get. On Feb. 19,
1997, he was a murderer, very plain,
very simple.
Michelle Peden
Singleton’s lawyer

that should put hint on Florida’s
death row.
’Wt. don’t dispute, we don’t
v, :ilk away from, Larry Singleton
d. ...s not shirk from his relionsi-

bility for what happened in his
flume. But .. this is not premeditated. first -degree murder,- public defender Jill Menadier told
jurors.

l’he. slaying occurred nine
days after Singleton was
released from ut psychiatric hospital after attempting suicide.
"This isn’t a man bent on murder,- she said. "Ile has no reason
to kill Roxanne Hayes, none. :it
all."
Singleton is accused of stabbing Iiiiyes, a mother of three. to
death last February Police said
Sing hton’s chest was covered
with blemd when he answered
the door.
In 1978, ht. was ctinvict,d
raping Mary Vincent, a 15-yearold hitchhiker
Although ht. choppell off her
arms with an lIX and left her for
dead on the. side. of a California
road, she survived to testify
against him.
Ile served eight ye.ars and
f.111- 1111,ntilS of a 14 -year prison

sentence
After he’ wits paroled in 1987,
prison authorities shuttled
Singleton front city to city, as
angry residents staged demonstrations and filed lawsuits to
keep him out of their communities.
The state wound up housing
him in a mobile home on the
grounds of San Quentin Prison
until his parole ended in 1988.
Singleton later returned to his
home state of Florida. where he
had several minor rein -ins with
peilice for shoplifting.
His lawyers hope to convince
jurors thud Singleton should not
ceinvicted of first -degree murder, which cuuld send him to
I teat’) Row. hut of’ a lesser charge
it steconedelegn.e murder.

Figure skating trio to cross blades for gold
NA( ;AND, Japan (AP) Their awkwardness was glaringly obvious when they were
.isked to pose together for a pat ore on the ICC.
Michelle Kwan, Tara Lipinski and Nicole
Bethel( were doing their best to look chummy,
hut nobody wanted beget too close. Squeezing
them into the same frame took some doing.
Teammates, yes. Best buddies, no way,
Perhaps that’s inevitable. These three- very
different, very competitive young women are
under enormous amounts of pressure to do
the very same thing: win an Olympic gold
medal.

Clean sweep
Women’s figure skating. THE glamour part
eif one of the Olympics’ most glamorous
sports, begins We ilnesday
It’s the event America has waited finbecause it’s the event America could sviai.p.
Russia has won all the. figure skating guild
medals utvaireled so far, pairs, men’s and ice
chiming. But Kwan, Lipinski and Bobek art.
three excellent reasons why Russia may not
do so well this time..
Each will go about the business of winning
very differently because, aside. from wanting
the. same medal, they have practically nothing in common. Not their styles, not their
backgreninds. not their personalities.

’Her’story

Kwan WIC’: thrust into the spotlight Mur
years ago as a Shy, seVel‘t-filCI’d 13-year old. a
subplot in the. Nancy-Tonya soap opera A talented phenom, she was the designated ’other
woman." in case Tonya Harding was kicked
off the, Olympic team.
She went about her business quietly, practicing by herself in a rink in ()she. Nonyay.
And when Harding was cleareil to skate.
Kwan became just utnot her spectator
Fast -fin-ward fnur years. A two -tunic. U.S
champion mud the. gold -medal favorite, every
thing she does is 111 -Ws and her ewery movie is
monitored by either coach Frank Carroll. her
parents or her agent.
She arrived in Japan late. skipping the
SAN JOSE

SPA

being the undt.rdog. It gives me a lot nmre
things to think chic ut and keeps me motivated."
Her looseness is no act. Lipinski is taking
advantage of eve.rything the Olympics has to
offer. Aside from 2 1/2 days of training in
Osaka. she’s Nile staying at the Olympic
Village. She’s made the rounds of the figure
skating events, and took in a hockey game.
"I wouldn’t want to come to this like it was
worlds, or stay iti a h(rtel or not come to opening ceremonies: she suited
Take thud, Kwan and Bolick
Vh the’ Key inc arrived two days after the.
games began. Bolick waited until Friday, still
recovering from bronchitis and a hip injury.
She’s not el the Olympic Village, either,
bunking instead in it hotel with her mother.
And after getting in so late, seeing the sights
and other events isn’t a high priority with figure. skutting’s former wild child.

cipening ceremu cny. and she’s not stutying in
the Olympic Village
"1\lichelle wants to feel very comfortable
and be in an environment where she can
sleep well and rest well with the intention of
doing the very best perfeirmuince she can do
here for the United States: Carroll said.

Perfection in the making
And when Kwutrfs on, her best is just :deiced
perfict. The 199(i weirld champicill re ,ce eivi ed 15
perfi.ct marks at the US. championships list
month, and she’s shown no ill effects from the
stress fracture thud sidelined her few two
months before The doubts that shook her
psyche last season when she lost her StVetrIcl
championship title. have been erased.
Her skating can be summed up in one
word: beautiful. She floats across the ice, a
look of pure joy on her hice. Her jumps are
stylish, her footwork masterful, Item artistry.
and presentation exquisite
"I e.njoy being the Olympic favorite," Kwan
said. "But you don’t think about winning
Olympic gold. My winning program is to
skate. well, and that’s what I’m here to do."
Ifer biggest competition will be Lipinski

Bobek’s best
-I’ve nit ’cur worked so hard in my lift.," she.
said,
even had trouble sleeping, having
dreams ahead the Olympics and everything
that can happen It’s something that I want."
After turbulent teen-age years. Bobek has
grown up. She hasn’t hued a coaching switch in
nearly two years
a record for someone who
used to change. cloches like nmst people
change socks She went back to Carlo FlISSi, a
father figure., before the 1997 season, and
stayed with his wife, Christ ut, after Futssi died
befias last year’s world championships.
Regaining her fiirni of 1995, when she. won
the US. title and world bronze. medial, she.
might be. the only skater who can match
Kwan’s grace and elegance., and her technical
difficulty is increcising
While most pee plc have her winning
Immunize-, :it hest, liobek isn’t cc needing anything.
No country Ims iver swept the women’s
event, hut no (..tintry’s ever hued such a strong
and diverse.
team. either.
"W’e’re uill very different eend it’s just how
lodge!: mark it." Bobek said. "Anything is
-"c lilt’"

Teen ntacititte
The. youngest world champion ever last
year at 14, she’s a humum jumping jack who
launches herself into triple. after triple without breaking a sweat
While. she doesn’t have. the presi ’rice on t ht.
ice Kwan does, her artistry is improving I her
expressions no longer look forced, and her
music suits her
light. airy numbers
thud portray her :youthful spunk.
It was Lipinski’s turn to st niggle with the,
champion’s role. this season, losing to Kwein at
Skate America and the, U.S. national championship. where she fell in the short program

Feelitt’ groovy
That could work to her advantage here
With all of the ;itterition on kwan, the pre,
sure’,- oft
"I feel very comfortable: she said. "I like.
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PART-TIME OPENIN
AUTOWEB corn (www autoweb corn),
a fun, fast -paced Internet rompany, has
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team players

Data Entry
We use a multi program approach inriuding
manual. electronic and voice data entry Positions
1111
are available for morning or afternoon shifts Regimes
knowledge of web browsers databasp%. Word, and Excel

Customer Care Specialist
Pmponsteileles include customer support over the phone and
email to increase the effectiveness of our serwe to consumers
and dealers Requires one sear rustomer service experience

Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!
Saturday, February 21st
Sunday, February 22nd
lirtuted so sign up today to take a tree pract ice exa,
m learn strategy secrete
and receive a crimputer analysis of your testing strengths and weaknesses
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST to reserve your seat!
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’Palmetto’ long on sex, short on plot
By Asa Bexell
Staff Writer

Honesty doesn’t pay. This is
the lesson to be learned from the
movie "Palmetto."
Woody Harrelson stars as excon Harry Barber, who seems to
be the center of all women’s universes in spite of being a total
loser.
Barber has just been released
from jail, where he spent the last
couple of years for a crime he
didn’t commit. He decides to stay
with his girlfriend (Gina
Gershon) in the little town of
Palmetto, where he tries to start
over down the straight and narrow.

Enter
Rhea
Malroux
(Elisabeth Shue), the young and
sexy wife of an old millionaire,
and Barber’s values quickly go
out the door.
Malroux offers Barber some
quick cash in return for his participation in the kidnapping of
her stepdaughter.
At first Barber is a bit reluctant to the idea of participating
in a crime, but as we all know, a
little seduction goes a long way
and soon Malroux has Barber as
whipped as any guy can get.
The kidnapping is supposed to
be a set up, where nobody gets
hurt. All Barber has to do is
write a ransom note and collect
the money.

Of
course,
nothing is that
easy.
The situation
soon gets tricky,
not only for
Barber, but also for the
moviegoer.
The
stepdaughter
ends up dead and
Barber has to dispose of the
body.
He can no longer keep the
truth from his girlfriend, who
decides to support him despite
the fact that he cheated on her
with Malroux and brought a
corpse to her garage.
This is just one of the many
unbelievable twists that make

"Palmetto’s" plot
difficult to follow
and understand.
As if this wasmessy
n’t
enough, the stepdaughter turns out to
be just another runaway teen.
Barber becomes the
prime murder suspect when
police find the body of the real
stepdaughter in his rented
cabin.
Barber realizes he has been
set up, and goes to confront
Malroux.
Well, guess what. Rhea
Malroux is an old lady who doesn’t look anything like Elisabeth

REVIEW

Shue and probably never did in
her life.
The fake Malroux and her
creepy boyfriend decide to put
Barber out of his misery, but naturally he is saved at the last
minute in a disappointing ending.
He ends up going back to jail
and the story has come full circle, but this is nothing for moviegoers to mope about. None of the
characters in -Palmetto" deserve
much sympathy, as they are all
pretty pathetic.
"Palmetto" got off to a promising start but turned into a disappointing mess.
Many hormone-driven college
men will probably get a kick out

of Shue’s revealing dresses and
pouting lips, but except for a few
steamy sex scenes there wasn’t a
lot to get excited about in this
movie.
"Palmetto" tried hard to be
clever, but the many overly complex twists and turns only made
it less believeable and the conclusion is too simple.
Adapted from James Hadley
Chase’s book, "Just Another
Sucker," "Palmetto" just makes
the viewer feel like a sucker for
shelling out $7.50 and wasting
almost two hours.
"Palmetto" opens in theaters
nationwide Friday.
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YWCA Villa Nueva
Now Enrolling for Extended
Evening and Saturday
Drop-in and On -going Child Care

Drop-in Hours:
Monday-Thursday
6pm-11pm
Friday
6pm-Midnight
Saturday
earn -Midnight
11.07.01111

We provide a fun, safe and nurturing environment
for kids Whether you work the swing shift or wish
logo to the theatre, symphony, dinner, shopping, or
attend evening classes We take care of the kids so
you can take care of you,

1 hr. FREE

Empress RWasage only $15

SI 1

votrr thi, cnuror
For mere information cell
Kathy Sara at 1101-211541011, ext. 237

YVVCA
Swirn.c.r

Conveniently located at Villa Nueva
315 South Third St. Downtown San Jose

WNG5To Go!
Chinese Cuisine Food
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Box I .uiiche, To Go
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Sunshine ends; rain arrives in California
.\fter .1 veekend break
sAt.RANIENT(t..\i,
that in,
little siaishin. ,i new El Namenhant
st.naii rolled Ashore illiiil,i% with inure
ram tin. 41111 II
An,i
lour imire stornis could strikt.
iii
Northern Calitorma this t.t.k
’This
rletililtelk making a run and is on
pace I ii timid N. cat, li up witli tlit wettt.st year iii
hist .r ,2
assistant clue!’
said James
si.a,
at ions I ’enter
"It \...11.1 appear at this tun.. it all the ituantay
of pre. ipit at ion t hal is forecast conits through
it looks like it could 1.’ tlie .ec.nul wettest
the %ear.- Italie,. -AM
In
-.1. %% lien the El Nino plienomu.iiiiii was
nom
twit., its
fir -t

her (if winter storms
During .in El Nino, warm v.,iter normally situated off Australia sloshes eastward to the west
cutast of South Ami -rica. adding heat energy to
weather systems. It was named fin- the Spanish
words fun- baby Jesus because it usually hits South
Ann.rican around Christmas
CalifOrnia measures annual rainfall in a "water
year" beginning Oct. I. and most of the year’s rain
inns during the winter Bailey said eight state
water -measuring stations north of Sacramento an.
already showing 185 percent of a normal ytar and
by the end of the week they could surpass 200 percent.
This week’s storms were predicted to be cold
ones, producing siva,: it low elevations in the
mountains :end producing relativeb. little runoff

That is

darns and levees
good ii a tar st
.11111.11t1/ and San Joaquin river
along the hiwi
systems that dram I ’Alai wnia’s fertile Central Valley
This ninters storms already have caused an
estimated $275 million to $300 million damage in
22 ill the 31 nannies when Gov. Pete Wilson has
declared stittes if enn.rgt.ncy At least 10 deaths

are. blamed in the storms
Damage to California farms and ranches alone has reached nearly 850 million. the California
Farm Bureau Federation said :Monday Flit hardest
an. vegetable crops along the Southern California
mist and grain and hay en ips in the Sacramentii Valley
Residents evacuated from 140 houses in Rio
Nub ’) CallyrlIl ;dung the Russian River north of San
Francisco teen’ allowed to return home for a few

minutes Monday to retrieve precious belongings.
Officials said they don’t know when the Rio
Nido residents will he allowed to return permanently because the area re -mains under a threat of

mudslides.
The new storms presented renewed threats at
Northern Califbrnia’s Clear Lake. The lake crested
two feet above flood level last week and as many as
1,100 Nimes are still at risk.
Bailey said state officials hoped to repair about
24 small problems on levees in the Suisun Marsh
(-list of San Francisco. The. lees do not protect
homes. but are critical in preserving an optimum
mix eif salt water and fresh water for drinking and
wildlife in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River
Delta.

Question isn’t whether defendant killed, but why
I ...\\ rend..
Singh -ton -litt \ en ackii. .v ledge(’
in court NIonday that Ins client
notorious as the man who
chopped a California girl’s ariliS
rrtt ui 1Ts..,
took a prostitute
st tutu ’ii her to death
Iii.m.
in his lit ing
rip,11111;.! it atettlellt
111
A111111.1 ,it keepIllg
out
111.,ith run, tin
1k er said the
crime k.e- a drunken struggle
..er nionet .ind a kniti., not
si anything he planned
The slaying Cattle 10 years
:titer Singlet lull vas paroled for
raping a California teen and
chopping aft her arms. .1 parole
greeted liv predictions that henuuolul tnt to kill .iy.on
711, sat quietly
while assist.int state’s attorney
Michell, Peden online ’ii the evidenct
against
him
She

.1.scilhed liov, a ’,miter \\ ;liked
itt
intl Singleton - house and
he struggle. and a deputy
answering a 011 call found

Iiiixanne Hayes’ bloody body on
his floor.
’-This is not a who-done-it,she said
"Lawrence Single ti ... looks
like an old man who could be en
uncle, a grandfitt hen it neighbor,
the person pal Slt fleXt to at a
baseball g.mn. But what you see
is not ;thy: Lys what you get," she
said. "On Feb 10. 1997. he was it
Singhicin’s lawp-r said the
st;thhing was the act of a
depressed tool overmedicated
man who got into a drunken
struggle with the 31 -year-old
woman when she grabbed at his
wallet, not a planned slaying
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Saturday’s -sion was organ. ’’-.1 by Br Sutanne Ill -tad of
Allegheny
it the- Health
Univ.
Sciences She designed the
hafiiion transplant perf irmed
on Getty on Dec 14, 1995. it
General
San
Francisco
Hospital with participation by
l’inversity of California at San
Francisco doctors.
I;etty. who was then moving
ittinivanced All
got an

injection of baboon bone marrow Docteirs hoped t he marrow
might colonize his own bones
and eventually create populatnin of immune cells in his systiqii
Although the. baboon cells
to
disappeared
detectable levels within a flax
weeks of the injection. Getty ’s
health improved
possibly
due to the radiat ion and other
treatments Getty got it the
same time.
"I had been at death’s door,"
hi’ said. -But 1 got one pretty
ii id year out of it -

In recent months. however.
Getty’s immune system has
al-ain weakened, the viral load
los Hood is rising, and sinus
unitast hma-like breathing difficult
are returning.

Ile keeps his weight up with
t he liedp of human growth hormone and anabolic steroids,
and is taking several experimental medications to slow the
virus’ attack.
In the. meantime, Getty said
his experience has turned him
into a crusader for animal -to
1111111all transplants his goal is
to break down what he says are
psychological and irrational
fears on the part of many people
"I’m the first,- he. said. "but
watch ()tit, there are more coming

Teen snowboarder found;
upgraded to fair condition
1,INI).\
.\ 1.1
Old
stiov, hoarder rr., lit ’ii
rilti .iirvi.ing -ix .1.1s in subIr.. ling
tempera! life,
Wits
111)Vrarloll
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Nlenilav
el
Liii11.11
1.11111a
1 ’Mt rr,it
NI..111. al Center. a
said
Jeff Thornton of lirawlev v, as
ransferred there Saturday night
from
Foothill
Preskii.riall
1 liiplital
III
Fulda
spokesvonian
Anita
liockvell 11.1\ den
itockk ell II.iden
said
21-,
the Teloot
teenager retitiested that I.., ..t her
information
about
him
be

released Site’ declined to elate()

rate about wlo, he. was transferred to the. facility
Foothill Pr...-biyterian officials
have ..1 id .101 ,tiflered from frostbite to his arms. legs and hands.
The teen dr-aline-arid from the.
Mountain High ski re -sort near
Wright mmii d in the- San Gabriel
:11,iuntains while snowboarding
with his unc.le.
Ws, iiers l’ound him Friday

and airlifted him to Foothill
Preslivtemin On Saturday, he.
veils awake and talking and his
condition was improving Dr
Gurieet Kalkat told reporters
that it was unclear whethe-r the
boy would lose any fingers or toes
to frostbite

released from a psychiiitric hospital after attempting suicide.
"This isn’t a man bent on mur-

Lawrence Singleton ... looks like an old
man who could be an uncle, a grandfather, a neighbor, the person you sit next
to at a baseball game. But what you see
is not always what you get. On Feb. 19,
1997, he was a murderer, very plain,
very simple.

der" she seiid. "Ile- has no reason
to kill Roxanne- Ilayes. none at
all. Single -ton is accused of stiebbing Ilay(-s, a mother of three-. to
death last February. Police- said
Singleton’s chest was covered
with blood when he answered
the. door.
In 1978, he was convicted of
raping Mary Vincent. a 15-yearold hitchhike -r.

Michelle Peden
Singleton’s lawyor

murderer, very plain, very simple.-

Bay Area AIDS victim,
activist has new crusade
S.NN FRANCIS(( Al’,
TvL,. %.ears atter receiving
lial).11 in bone niarrow rein,

The slaying occurred nine
efter Single -ton was
days

Ai

that should put him on Florida’s
cltath rune’.
"We don’t dispute. we don’t

walk away from, Larry Singleton
does not shirk ire an his responsi-

hility for maim happened in his
home. But ... this is not premeditated, first-degre4 Murder’," public defender Jill Nlenadier told
jurors.

Although ht. chopped off her
arms with an ;ix and left her for
dead till the Side Of a California
road, slit. survived to testify.
against him.

sentence.
Atter ht. weis paroled in 1987,
authorities shuttled
prison

Singleton from city to city, as
angry residents staged demonst net it ins and filed lawsuits to
keep him out of their communities.
The. state- wound up housing
him in a mobile home. on the
grounds of San Quentin Prison
until his parole ended in 1988.
Singleton later returned to his
home state of Florida, where he
had several minor run-ins with
pence for shoplift ing.
his lawyers hope- to convince
jurors that Singlt.ton should not
he convicted of first -degree niurde.r, which could send him V)
Death Ru w. but of a lesser charge
of second-degree murder.

Ilt. served eight years and
flair months of a 14-vear- prison

Figure skating trio to cross blades for gold
NAGANO, Japan (API -- Their awkwardness was glaringly obvious when they wi-re
asked to pose together for a iact lure- on the. ice.
Michelle Kwan, Tara Lipinski and Nicole
Bobek were. doing their best to look chummy,
but nobody wanted to get too close. Squeezing
them int() the same frame took some doing.
Teammates, yes. Best buddies, no way
Perhaps that’s inevitable. These three very
diffi-rent, very competitive young women are.
under enormous amounts of pressure to di)
the very same thing: win an Olympic’ guild
medal.

Clean sweep
Women’s figure. skating, TIIE glamour part

of one of the Olympics most glamorous
sports, begins Wednesday.
It’s the event America has waited for
because its the. event America could sweep.
Russia has won all the. figure skating guild
medals awarded so far: pairs, nitn’s and ice
dancing. But Kwan, Lipinski and Bobek are
three excellent reasons why Russia may not

do so well this time..
Each will go about the business of winning
very differently because, aside from wanting
the- same. medal, they have practically nothing in common Not their styles, not their
backgrounds, not the.ir rmirsonalities.

’Her’story
Kwari was thrust into the spotlight four
years ago as a shy. sweet-faced 13-par-old, a
subplot in the. Neincy-Tonya soap opera. A tal-

ented phenom, she. was the designated "other
woman,’ in ease Tonya Harding was kicked
off the Olympic team.
She. went ;Mout her business quietly, practicing by herself in it rink in Oslo, Norway
And when !larding was clean.d to skate,
KWitil became just another spectator.
Fast-forvvard four years A two-time 1..S
champion and the gold-rnedal fivorite, every
thing she does is news and her ..very move is

monitored by either
parents uir her agent.

Frank Ceerroll, her

Crial.11

She arrived in Japan late, skipping the
SAN JOSE

opening ceremony and she’s not St it ing in

the Olympic Villagt.
’Michelle wants tin feel .ery comfortable
and be in an environment where she can
sleep well and rest well with the intention lit’
doing the verv best performance she can do
here for the l’inted States; Carroll said.

Perfection in die making
And when Kkvarl’S on, her best is just alxitit
perfect. The 1990 world champion received 15
perfect marks at the I’S. championships last
111 efteCts from flue 11101101, all(’ she’s
stress fracture that sidelined her flir two
months before. The. doubts that she ink her

Psyche last season when she lost her world
championship title. have been erased.
11er skating can be Slimmed up in one
weird- beautiful. She floats across the. icc . a
loeik (if pure joy on her face. Iler jumps are
stylish, her footwork masterful, her artistry
and pre-sentation exquisite.
"I enjoy being the- Olympic favorite," Kwan
said. "liut you don’t think about winning
Olympic gold. My winning preigram is to
skate well, and that’s what l’in here to do."
lien biggest competiticin will he. Lipinski.

Teen machine
The. youngest world champion ever last
year at 14, shi.’s a human jumping jack who
launches herself into triple titter triple vithout breaking a sweat
While she doesn’t have the presence on the
ice Kwan does. 11..q- artistry is impriaing Iler
expressions no longer look forced, and her
music Stilts tier jee Tfectly: light, airy numbers

that portray her youthful spunk.
It was Lipinski’s turn to struggle with the.
champion’s
n’l lie t

That

With all of the- attention tin Kwan, the
s’eruss-erul
oll
-I feel very comfortable,- she semi.

PART-TIME OPENIN
AVOWER rom (www autnweb coml,
a fun, fast pared Internet rnmpany,

has
immediate part time openings for positive
tearn players

Data Entry
We use a multi program approach inrluding
manual, electronic and ini" data entry Positions
are available for morning or afternoon shifts Requires
knowledge of web browsers databases, Word, and Excel

Customer Care Specialist
geSpOnSiblirties include ruStorner support elver the

phone and
email to increase the effectiveness of our service to consumers
Requires one year customer SPrvirP experienre
and dealers
excellent interpersonal and rommuniration skills, good computer
shells and ability to multi task

..-.1.._.M...111...1!

-1 like

liobek’s best
she
"I’ve never worked so hard in my
said. "I’ve- even hail trouble sleeping, having
dreams about the ( tlympics ;old everything
that can happen It’s unit -thing that I want.After turbulent teen-agi- years, liobek has

grown up She. hasn’t had a coaching switch in
nearly tvvo years
a record for someone who
used to change coaches like most pe-ople
change- socks She went back to Carlo Fassi, a
father figure, befbre the- 11197 season, ahd
stayed with his wife, Christa, after Fassi died
before last year’s world championships.
Regaining her form of 1005, when she won

the. I’S, title and world bronze medal, site
might Inc. tlie only skater who can match
Kwan’s grace and elegance, and her technical
difficulty is int.reasing.
While- most people have her winning
Iwonze.. at best, 1101)(-k isn’t ciinci.ding anything.
Nu country hies ever swept the women’s
event, but no
ever had such a strong
ry’S

and diverse
team, either.
"We’re all very &Uteri ’nit and its just how
tlic pulp,: mark it.- Bobek said. ’Anything is

11i

OLLE4iL

Need more cash?

email tO

to KW:tn :It

Feelin’ groovy
could work to her advantage. here-.

SPA’DAILY

Fay resume to (CA) 771 9S51 or

SeaSOn.

Arm.rica and the IS national championship, v..liere she fell in the short program
Skate

being the underdog. It gives me a lot more
things to think about :end keeps me motivated.Fier 1013SIgleSS IS no ad. Lipinski is taking
advantage of eviTything the. Olympics has t()
offer Aside from 2 1/2 days of training in
)saka, she’s been staying at the Olympic
Village.. She’s mime the. rounds of the figure.
skating (-vents, :end took in a hockey game.
"I wouldn’t want to come to this like. it was
wt Irlds. or stay in a hotel or not come to opening ceremonies,- she said.
’rake that, KWall atilt lirthek.
W11111. KeV;III arrived two days after the
games began, liobek waited until Friday, still
rec(ivering from bronchitis and a hip injury.
She’s not at the Olympic Village., either,
bunking instead in a hotel with her mother.
And after got mg in so late, seeing the sights
and other eve -nits isn’t a high priority with figure- skating’s birmer wild child.

How Would You Score?
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Take a Free Test Drive
and find out/
Saturday, February 21st
Sunday, February 22nd
limited so sign up today to take a free practice eon% learn strategy secret’
and receive a r ’impute, analys,s of your testing strengths and weaknesses
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Call 1-800-KAP-TEST to reserve your
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’Palmetto’ long on sex, short on plot
By Ass Revell
Staff Writer

Honesty doesn’t pay. This is
the lesson to be learned from the
movie "Palmetto."
Woody Harrelson stars as excon Harry Barber, who seems to
be the center of all women’s universes in spite of being a total
loser.
Barber has just been released
from jail, where he spent the last
couple of years for a crime he
didn’t commit. He decides to stay
with his girlfriend (Gina
Gershon) in the little town of
Palmetto, where he tries to start
over down the straight and narrow.

Malroux
Enter
Rhea
(Elisabeth Shue), the young and
sexy wife of an old millionaire,
and Barber’s values quickly go
out the door.
Malroux offers Barber some
quick cash in return for his participation in the kidnapping of
her stepdaughter.
At first Barber is a bit reluctant to the idea of participating
in a crime, but as we all know, a
little seduction goes a long way
and soon Malroux has Barber as
whipped as any guy can get.
The kidnapping is supposed to
be a set up, where nobody gets
hurt. All Barber has to do is
write a ransom note and collect
the money.

Of
course,
nothing is that
easy.
The situation
soon gets tricky,
not only for
Barber, but also for the
moviegoer.
The stepdaughter
ends up dead and
Barber has to dispose of the
body.
He can no longer keep the
truth from his girlfriend, who
decides to support him despite
the fact that he cheated on her
with Malroux and brought a
corpse to her garage.
This is just one of the many
unbelievable twists that make

"Palmetto’s" plot
difficult to follow
and understand.
As if this wasmessy
n’t
enough, the stepdaughter turns out to
be just another runaway teen.
Barber becomes the
prime murder suspect when
police find the body of the real
stepdaughter in his rented
cabin.
Barber realizes he has been
set up, and goes to confront
Malroux.
Well, guess what. Rhea
Malroux is an old lady who doesn’t look anything like Elisabeth

REVIEW

Shue and probably never did in
her life.
The fake Malroux and her
creepy boyfriend decide to put
Barber out of his misery, but naturally he is saved at the last
minute in a disappointing ending.
He ends up going back to jail
and the story has come full circle, but this is nothing for moviegoers to mope about. None of the
characters in "Palmetto" deserve
much sympathy, as they are all
pretty pathetic.
"Palmetto" got off to a promising start but turned into a disappointing mess.
Many hormone-driven college
men will probably get a kick out

of Shue’s revealing dresses and
pouting lips, but except for a few
steamy sex scenes there wasn’t a
lot to get excited about in this
movie.
"Palmetto" tried hard to be
clever, but the many overly complex twists and turns only made
it less believeable and the conclusion is too simple.
Adapted from James Hadley
Chase’s book, "Just Another
Sucker," "Palmetto" just makes
the viewer feel like a sucker for
shelling out $7.50 and wasting
almost two hours.
"Palmetto" opens in theaters
nationwide Friday.
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Now Enrolling for Extended
Evening and Saturday
Drop -in and On -going Child Care
We provide a fun, safe and nurturing environment
Drop-in Hours:
Monday-Thursday
tipm- 11pm
Friday
6pm-Midnight
Saturday
earn -Midnight

for kids Whether you work the swing shift or wish
to go to the theatre, symphony, dinner, shopping, or
attend evening classes We take care of the kids so
you can take care of you,
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.racipress Massage only- $15

1 hr. FREE
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Kathy Sera at 401455-4011, ed. 237. Sono Owe colon
Conveniently located at Villa Nueva
375 South Thee St Downtown San Jose
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Si loses ’Power’ face Blizzard in playoffs
By Jon

a league ot her own

Perez

lit .\ 111ti

The San Jose Lasers learned
two things after losing to the
Portland Power 75-70 at the San
Jose Event Center
First. Portland is a gut ii team
and second. the need Sheri Sam
healthy to compete in the
American Basketball League
plavons
by
center
Natidie
Led
William,: 22 points. the Power
27 11 uutLt ccl thy Lasvrs(21
22. Sunday night with long
range shooting and Williams’
iii mmml 111,q1le
-It seemed every time we
made 1 rim. Natalie would do
sometImm outstanding." Laser

With Sam at 60 percent, due to a shoulder
according to
injury
Beck, San Jose was
unable to get anything
inside. Without
going
her post -up moves and
Lasers
the
drives,
couldn’t take advantage
zone
Portland’s
of
defense with back cuts
and slashes to the middle, because of the man defense of the Power.
which always had a player marked.
"We ms,d to play better.

PORT I, 4110

American Basketball League Playoffs

lllll TIALL

( haulms

Quest

Portland Power
Columbus

ties’

Portland Power

AMERICAN BASKEISALL LEAGUE

San Jose Lasers

SI swimsuit
issue will
include men

Long Beach Stingrays
L.B./Colorado winner

New England Blizzard

Colorado Xplosion

The first two rounds of the American Basketball
League’s playoffs are the best-of-three. The ABL
Finals are a best -of-five series. The first round
starts on Feb. 20 and runs through Feb. 25. The
second round takes place from Feb. 27 through
March 4. The ABL Finals will be from March 6 to 9,
with games on the 11th, 13th and 15th if necessary.

fef

has been selected as the host
site Mr the 1999 and 2000
NCAA Division I Women’s
Soccer Championship’s semifinals and finals, the NCAA
announced Monday
It will he the first time
that SJSU has hosted the
event and only the third time
that the championship has
been decided on the West
Coast
"The soccer committee is
excited with the quality of
the presentation created by
SJSU and that it will continue the growing tradition of
the event," said Kathy
’Judah!, associate director ot
athletics ut Michigan State
University and committee
chair.
Carolyn Lewis, acting
director of athletics at SJSV.
said bringing the NCAA
Championship to San Jose
was a team effort.
was
"Our successful bid
a joint effort involving SLI51’.
the city of’ San Jfise, the San
Jose Sports Authority, Major
League Soccer and the San
Jose (lash. The partnership
we’ve formed will result in
the soccer playing surface at
Spartan Stadium meeting
international field specifica
tions. These improvements
art. enabling us to bring
world class soccer events to
Spartim Suidium," LAVA,’ said.
"We have a women’s World
Cup preliminary match
[1.5. and
the
between
Argentina on April 26, 1996
Then, we’ll have the 19fei
Women’s World Cup quarterfinals and semifinals Silli
JOSC and Santa Clara Vallm,
are a hotbed of soccer it’d vs,
see tlu.se events helping Innsoccer programs." LeWiS said
Cmistruction is currently
taking place to widen the
Spartan Stadium soccer play
surfiice to 70 x 110 yards
Sfilli Report compilvd h
Dennis KnIght

BYE

ABL Championship
S.J./N.E. winner
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( ’assenego
The Spart,...- i ame Imfge iii
the bottom .4 the sixth when
Rob 1)...n.dass singled. then trotted home ,.11 Jon ’,aloha-dale’s
home run

ov 0.11 hi.
The NIti st AM!, 11:if
i. ;III tic 1 :i ith Sti\ e Wood’s
lir -tcf Iwo ...obi shot-. in the Inn
r,t
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Dili,.

hit
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things going

gettim,

hitting hetter.- ches111,,r said
The v. in !,ao.i. the Spartans

:1,

1,11
And a 2 I series vk in Th., teams
split It twenight dooldelle.ider
Fridaa, with the Nliisl ;nig, ti
timg the rri)Irntrt 2 1 and thi
Spartans runiniti! :1\k ,n, with the
s
The star of the

nightcap
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\chili. binning

giving tip

hits Aid

Absolutely cover-
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tc ILL eying,’

hy

e said

And

their

until the fifth fir
111- teilimmite agried
’( tn.., v,i got m the !Cal
bullpen that’, vi.lien vie started
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-tarter J..,11 Nlorton
’I he Nliistangs tied it iip iii
the bottom .4 the sixth. taking
,elvantage ,It iVO. Spartan errors
:111,1 a passed hall inis,,1 in cithi
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Cal

Poly coati)

Hitch

Nhistaims st.irter Nlike

the bottom of the sixth. lit that
frame. 5.151’ scored three runs.
( ’Angier Mike Wright started the
rally with a triple to right field
imd promptly scored on a field /T.:4 ChniCe Whiell left SCOtt Lewis
on first. Forman singled to put
runners on the corners. Lewis
came in on James’s sacrifice fly
After stealing second. Forman
scored on Cheshier’s double.
SJSU put the game away
with ,1 ii orseventh inning.
"W’f. just knew it was a matter
of time before we got Ilif. hats
Ii dull,!, James said. "We just had
tii see the latches
l’annis knew what he had to
dii once the Spartans got some
runs for him "Don’t let them get
a chance to get hack in the
game," he said
"Both guys had great stuff,"
Piraro said "We wore down
%mill. That y. as a hard earned
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James.
runs in the

top of the second and third while.
Salinas kept the Spartans’ bats
quiet
"Both pitchers deserved to
l’irarn said "I like to think
vi’ could have ’u uini. back,- he
added. reterring toll.. shortened
game

-hot

NVaylie Gret zky
Jones
gnu ’It, hilt
"1 knew
the first couple id liniis I cc ’itt
to Canada with litni. I felt liki I
was walking around with
Nlichaol Jackson," said Jones
ilipears in a
accessorized with hock N gear
In addition to the New York
Hangers center and Ins actress
wife,
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Sports Illustrated svintsuit
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State 1.7niversity

San .It

period," Beck said."It
just was a rough night
all around "
San Jose’s lack of
l’oach Angela Beck said
offense Mrced JenniMr
The first quarter started fiff
with both teams trying to estab- Azzi to take over the
lish their inside game. Laser cen- offense by driving and
ter Claris’-e Machanguana bat- getting to the free throw
tled Williams to a draw with line. This resulted in
/
each phiyer scoring eight points, seven points for Azzi and
but it was the outside shooting of a 33-27 defecit.
Portland Power’s Natalie Williams finished
Sam, who finished with 22 points and 13 rebounds to lead her
Power players Elaine Powell,
Molly Goodenbour and Lisa with 11 points, was able team to a victory against the Lasers.
Ilarrison that enabled the Power to take of iit vantage of
to 17-12 lead at the end of the her mismatch against
spree by Kedra Holland -Corn
Goodenbour in the third quarter kept the score respectable.
first quarter.
Portland showed why they are by scoring nine points, but the
Since it was the last home
Western Confi.rence champions Lasers couldn’t create open shots game, the Lasers held a fan
with their zone play and smooth and relied on getting to the line to appreciation night before 4,550
transit if in game. Williams was score points.
people. It was the eighth largest
"I really don’t know why we crowd to watch a Lasers game.
used as A decoy in the second
quarter with the ff air other play- had a letdown," Azzi said. "We
With a pliiyoff matchup
didn’t have a great shooting against host New England
is
themselvis
ers
night."
around the perumter.
Blizzard, the Lasers will have to
Beck said that they needed bet- face a big crowd of approximately
Fake passes to Williams
resulted in Laser double-teams, ter ball movement to open their 12,000 people, according to Azzi.
ok
,,/, which allowed the Power to back offense.
1,111114111/
"One of the keys is starting thy
"We need to have the execution first game well," Azzi said. "I
cut and swing the ball to an open
Lasers player Shelley Sandie gains control of the ball during San
to win," she said.
think we do match up really well
to the Portland Power Sunday night at the Event
Jose’s 7ni.70 I,
The fourth quarter was more of with them."
"I think Natalie did a great
Cttnter
ci Power }lead Coach Lin Dunn the same domination by the
’There’s no question she is in Power. A late eight point scoring

ter.0116u.

NCAA soccer
knows its way
to San Jose

,1111

(415) 421-3473
(415) 566-6222

(408) 295-8886
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Reality Check BY DAVID WHAMOND

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Spirt oon s
ipopla*? WAS juST,
1-111ACHNC.10 RAY- ER- Didku6NIERS
"... SPACE SHUrftE lAuNCI4

FALSE STORiES OF
Ulf HIGHWAY PATROL...

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
warmed by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE (UPS)
is searching for a motivated
individual actively pursuing a
degree in either Human Resource
Management, Industrial Organize
lion or General Business for a
paid internship 1$12 $15,,hr.) for
a 36 month period This person
should preferably be starting their
junior year or higher within
the above prescribed studies
Avail M F. evenings FAX/SEND
RESUME 408 744 7937; 1245
Hammerwood Cl., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. Ater HiR Dept
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students
F/1’ or PIT All shifts.
We pay 0/T alter 8 hours,
Top Pay with Many Benefits,
Call 4082865880 orapply eprrscrt
7am to 7prn 7 days a week
555 D Mendian Ave Si
CLERICAL ASST. WORK STUDY
2 jobs $7/hr Flex hours M F
mornings and T & Th afternoons
Gen office, phones, filing, computer
data input. work w/students &
faculty Call Carol 924 3242
PROGRAMMERS, WILL TRAIN
Ft PT, Delphi. Paradox, Access
Competitive compensation Send
resume, fax 408 448 3200 or
eroad infoawdatatec.corn
MOBILE DJ COMPANY Must be
able to woe. Fn & Sat Have own car
Outgoing. personable & responsible
Interested in various music types
Will train Starting pay $15/hour
mileage Call 4892717.
ENGINEER
W110(1,4043 Construction
Engrneenng firm seeking entry
level engineer Please send
resume to SDI. Atte Sally,
500 Phelan Ave San Jose, CA
95112 No calls please.
LAW OFFICE NEEDS COURIER.
we supply gas car Must have
valid driver’s license Part time
$7 00 per hour Call 2444200
TEACHERS FOR PT Afterschool
science club (8 6th grader
Scence and education majors are
encouraged to apply S15, hr
2 8 hours per week Please call
1 800213 9796
PART-TIME OFFICE HELP Part
tmerpositionathledii,eoeire
()Mr,. tiling fulies Flex hours
Call 408 129 1881
TEACHERS high quality,
(rap In i leloeare etitr.rs for 2 12
year cild,
Flex PT FT posdinns
Din,. Eve, Weekends
Min I, ICE woofed
Team environment
Benellts available
Call Corp OM, p 260 7029
INTERNET SOLUTIONS COMPANY
Seeks HTMI & lava Progtannwes
No expenerk pro.. lt.1 4.1.4,0.4441P
of HTMl iirrii indepth knowledge
211
of C plus Flo.
41f, V.1.194 n.111, $12 hut neg
R(’‘..4,114.4, tI
based on skill &
e I tin or fax to 61,11
328 .1,4111 Prefer CS major minor
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
produ. I line Knowledge nt small
handtools & light ina, holing a
Plus Other duties ini lude light
office work. shipping & 41‘I’pedng
Team player mentally a most
Campbell, CA F.14, 11,11111e to
408 .3711574.1
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS
for Autiste girl $12. hour more
for expeneree Paid ti 11011.3’, Part
tone afternoons F. weekends
Please call 408 9468211
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
the (111,11 OlA1111111,
Wort.
Forestry W,lili,te Presones 1WI
cessionalms Firelighters rk. more
Compr.titryo wages . benefit,
Ask us how’ 517.124 .41I0 (re
N60411
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available Ia.., hours ,ion
1110414’4 Ask for Mike 21,1 1 42.4
CRUISE SNIP & LAND TOUR JOBS
I xi rifient benefits Vvor1,1 Tra).,),
Ask us how, 517 124
C60411
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600 month,
Become a ’Immo Donor
Healthy males 1940 years old
Link, Students Grads Fat 1114
Contact California Cryobank
1650 324 1900 M F R 4 30

SANDWICH MAKERS
SLICER
SHIFT SUPERVISORS
Flex hours. FT/PT. No experience
nec. Will train. Competitive wages.
Advancement potential. Earn
while you learn. Apply in person.
Los Gatos Blvd. x Blossom Hill Rd.
TOGO’S
794 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA.
EMPIRE LUMBER COMPANY,
Immediate FT/PT yard & cashier
positions. Please call 2870234 or
inquire at 1260 E. Santa Clara St.
BOOKKEEPER for small company.
Accounting & MIS. PT flex his
20-30 hrs. $10/hr to start.
Peachtree, computer & comm
slells a plus, Fax 2830600
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
& kennel. PT, afternoon’s Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Experience
working w/dogs pref, but will train.
Great opportunity for dog lover!
$6.50/hr. Fax resume w/cover
letter to: 408/377-0109 or call
408/3719115.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen
corps at the San Jose Conserve
lion Corps. Seeking self motivated
individuals to work with ’at risk"
youth for yearlong positions. High
School diploma required 8, ability
to get class B license. $6 25
hourly plus benefits Full/Part time.
Call Joe 408/2837164. EOE.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV
Flexible hours. Call 3634182.
Immediate Openings Start Today,
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time. Flexible Hours
$50 Hinng Bonus’
Great for Students,
Serving Downtown San Jose
Inner City Express
22W Saint John St San Jose,

TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Small World Schools has Part
Time and Full -Time, a.m, and
Graves. Swings and Weekends
p.m., permanent and summer
Low key job sites
Will train
positions available. Units in CD,
Abcom Pnvate Secunty
ECE, Psych. Soc. or Rec required.
408247-4827
If you are interested in working
with a high quality child care
company cal1408-379-3200 x21. DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good
OPERATOR FOR SMALL growing driving & teaching skill. HS Grad.
tab to work in cleanroom environ- Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
ment in Mtn View. Will train. Looking No exper. nec. Training provided.
for meticulous, conscientious team Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
player. F7/PT swing shift. Growth 999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
opportunity. Fax) 650988.1739. www.deluxedriving.com
strataglas@aol com
VALET PARKING Local company
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED looking for people. Flexible
H through 12th grades. Mon Fri, schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
3prr. 8pm. $10 $15/hour. Call $15 per hour. 867 7275.
408 2555247.
HOST - FRIENDLY, ENERGETIC
FILE CLERK WANTED Acct. Dept. positive people looking for part
8 10 hours per week, flexible. time or full time host position, at
Please fax resume to 2976000, busy restaurant. Please apply
Mon. -Fn. 2pm-4pm, in person.
Attention: Adele.
Bella Mia. 58 South First St. San
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 88 school Jose, CA 95113.
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the MULTIMEDIA TECHNICIAN
afternoon. No ECE units are JOB N98-003
required. Previous expenence with $2669. $3737/mo.
children preferred. Please contact Support computer labs for innovative Multimedia Master’s & Multi
Cathy at 244 1968 x16.
media Certificate Programs.
NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND A JOB Resolve tech. problems & assist
in developing creative solutions.
New
Year,
Teleservices
for the
Bureau needs outgoing personali- REQ: Knowledge of Mac 8. PC incl.
ties with great voices for nation System 7.5. Win95 & NT. Familiar
wide projects. Flex hours. Music. with networking, web design, user
Performing Arts, and Sales/Mar support & current multimedia
keting majors are encouraged to applications. Knowledge of media
apply. Call Mana ASAP. 360-1370 penpherals. 4 year degree related
area & multimedia experience
to see if you quality.
Apply by 2,13/9810 Cal State
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS*.
Hayward. Hayward, CA 94542 or
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Call 510/8853634 for app. More
info at www csuhayward.edu
Sales. Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr
Warehouse Clerk
Cali 408/9428866
FUNDRAISING
or fax to 408/9428260
Electron., Staffing Services, EOE
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Fundraising opportunities
1778 Clear Lake Ave Milpitas
available. No financial obligation.
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave
Great for clubs.
For more information call
PSYCHOLOGY TUTOR NEEDED
1888151-A Plus ext. 51.
Please contact Mehra at this
number. 408/866-6232

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25 00/hr salary tips
Students needed in ev immediate
area. Full time/part time openings
Call today 1-650-968-9933 ACTION DM NURSERY/PRIMARY
Internatronal Bartenders School PLUS seeking F/7 8, P/7 Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI look are also available that offer flexi
ing for daycare staff person. ble hours. ECE units preferred but
Hours 2 30pm 6 30pm Working not required. Please contact
with elementary aged Children Cathy at 2441968 x16.
408 723 5140
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry Excellent earn
Degree or Credential NOT Required
ings & benefits potential All major Opportunity for Teachrg Excellence.
employers Ask us how, 517-324
Need Car
Voice Met 1406 1287-4170 ea. 408
3115 ext A60411
ECC/AAE
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
for USMC OCS and flight training. TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Salary 30 368. yr Tuition assis sell discount subcnptions to Bay
tan, p av &table Must be F/T Area newspapers Auto dialers
student or possess BA ’BS. Flexible hrs. 9any9pm. Downtown
US citizen, under 28 years old. near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU
Call Capt Si’.,, at 408971 3791. Hourly $$ plus bonus. Medra
Promotions 494 0200
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
,o,,,,(didedur,es.rm,o,11,0(1,
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
I;(;
F T. P T, fie,
lv,Ithen Ages 21 29, hesilttry,
iblp hours Call 295 3964
resporlyble, all riationalibes
Ask Mr Ophello
Give the gift of iife,
53.000 stipend & experikes pod
Bonus for Chrrese & lapanese dorssi.,
POSTAL EXAM INFO
18004,21-, 6618514399.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
80111 9pm 7 .lavs
800-314.9996

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $5700 per year
Save 301 605,
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800 6553225.

SCHOLARSHIPS
AN ASTOUNDING UST
of Grants and Scholarshros
Call 888.999-4731
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader tc -peciflc telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise,

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

Fok

FAX: 408-924-3282

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SERVICES

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

TAXPREPARATION487-3203
D Rose Assoc 50 Airport Pkwy.
Schedule your appointment.
Day Eyerung Weekend
ComputenzedUcensedBonded

LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural. Doctor recommended.
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks!
Free samples. 408/7920323.

RENTAL HOUSING

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more into, please call
Dave Bolick at 51.0-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard, FAX. E-Mall

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us penna
COMPUTERS ETC
nently remove your unwanted hair.
FOR SALE
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 151. discount. First appt 486-50Mhz 15" monitor 24 MB
1/2 puce if made before 5/30/98. RAM 850 MBHDD 33.6 modem
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. 6xCD-ROM $200. Allan 2817901.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408) 379.3500.

INSTRUCTION

INSURANCE

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
AUTO INSURANCE
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Professors of Piano
Nattonal Teachers Guild Assn.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Serving SJSU for 20 years
National Suzuki Assn,
FURNISHED BEDROOM -PRIVATE
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
BATH. 5500 mo Incl. utilS No 87 ACURA INTEGRA. Exc cond.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
’Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
srnoe drugs. Call 408,2555247. AT. Stereo 2008 mu. $2.200 obo.
Starting $20/hr.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Call 408.241-6662
Day 408 276-3401 Eve: 615-7389.
’Good Student" ’Family Multicar"
in
Santa Clara forwur
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE FIRST LES.SON.INTERVEIN
FREE QUOTE
SPORTS/THRILLS
NO HASSLE
TRAVEL
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST 4101s
NO OBLIGATION
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
students who wish to
There is nothing compared to
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
excel In playing guitar (,1 bass All
the exhilaration experienced by
EUROPE SUMMER ’98
wESTCOAST DIP S $478 R/T
skydrying! Tandem, Accelerated
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE levels welcome Beglorm g
Freefall. Turbine Arrc.raft
Merco Canbb $209-$249 R/T
Intermediate Or Advanced Learn
Low Down / Monthly Payments
any style. Jazz. Blues, Rock, SJSU student owned & operated.
No Dnver Refused
HAWAII $119 ow
Fusion, Funk. Reggae or Folk
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Call 415-8349192
Cancelled or Rejected
1-510.634.7575.
http wvvvy airhitch.org
Cali Bdi it 4118 298 6124
Dui *Suspended License
Acadents Trckets
Immediate SR Filings
WORD PROCESSING
*Good Dnver Discount
Non Ovyrwr Operator
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Liarn - 8prn. Monday- Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
WORD PROCESSING
ThesesTerre PapersResumes
Call Us Now .
Group Projects
(408) 241-5400
All formats. including APA 4th Ed
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
:**,
Laser Printer, Experienced
Dependable, Quick Retue
Almaden Branham area
TUTORING
i408 264 45(14
ACROSS
CALCULUS VIDEOS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
ARE SOU HAlING TROUBLE
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
LEARNING CALCULUS?
Science &
nape’s
p. .’
Don’t fail behind in your class.
Our speclalt,
MMMU MUM MOOD
Get help now and
MOMM =MOM =MO
be ahead of the mass
,d
p
=UM =MOO MOM
If you don’t get it the first time
and one.’ sev e- a.
MMOMMODO
Just Rewind, Rewind, Rewind.
OMODO
either v^,n, ics.,.
SEND for information about your
=OM MMOO
Calculus %,idec Tutorial TODAY Olt Paul ,
’25.’ :
EOM=
MMOMMMEM
And your 24 HOUR TUTOR
IMMO MOMUO MUM
will soon be on its WAN’
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?,
MOM MMOMM MOOD
For more information seed a self
OR NOT HAvk riVE I
MOO MMOMM MOMMM
TOM (1.1414.,
addressd stamped envelope to
k",ris,r
SNew 0
OOMMMUOM
=EMU
1245 Marshait Road
typewriter ’
MOM MEMO
Flight, ro TN 38011
MMIDBIM

Daily

CROSSWORD

2).

ENGUSH TUTOR
Speak

I’

ekk.’,.. lot T ea

s

MONO
MOM
MMOM

,...t
- AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED
,

;

AUTOS FOR SALE
87 ACURA INTEGRA I
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Ad Rates 3 -line minimum
3 lines
lineS
r, lines
filmes

$1 tor

One
Two
Day
Days
Si
55
56
58
Si
$9
510
58
each additional line

Three
Days
59
510
511
512

Four
Days
Si’
$12
$13
514

After the fifth day rate increases by SI per day
First line (75 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Arklibonal words available in bold kg 53 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 hnes $70 10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110

Five
Days
513
$14
$15
516

EVENTS

S.5U AREA 3 & 2802 FULL BATHS *IMPLORING YOUR FAITH PI GOD?
up to awn’, 11131)0 W & D area. Have questions?
WAG paid, underground parking *Curious?
available 529 South 10th Street, Need a study break?
Make fnends, have fun,
5975-51175/mo 408/378-1409
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
2 BDRM. APARTMENT -5950/MO. Every Wednesday, 5:3137:00pm
Secunty type building
Student Union, Pacheco Room
Secure Parking
(Except 3/11.4/8 Montalvo Rm)
Everyone Welcome!
Close In
Modem Building
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408 293 2401, A8Lange@ao.car
Laundry Room
http. inerrbersaol.conl/ECHCornmal
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
4081 295 6893.
MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spiritual boost?
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS. Need a break-, Try Out,
Large 2 bdrrn,-2 bath. Very clean. The EnligIrtenment Support Group
Secunty type bldg Laundry, cable. Ongoing Sandays 6 OOPM
at The Book Cafe Center
ample parking. Walk or nde brke to
school. Responsive management.
3483-95 S. Bascom
140819788034
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-$1045/mo. GnosocAll faiths & interdenoninatanal
Call 288-9157
Otters say. its always new and vital."
it supports me in my life..."
1 get in contact with the real me."
1 experience wholeness."
SHARED HOUSING
Suggested Donation:
EVERGREEN ARU ROOM, own bath The price you pay for a movie.
rm Near shops & bus $400 mo
dap &1/3 utd.2382626cr 2231692.

Please check
.1
one classification:

Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Oassifieds
San Jose Slate University
SanJose.CA 95192-0149
? Classified desk Is It.,
r Bectel )(ail
Deadline I() ’air’ tw week
bid
All ads are prepaid U Ni ...fork!,
e. ’I.’ I 1 1Rates tot consei. ubve piutilm, AS .1, de,
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

’ Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH 209. between 10am and 2pm Student ID required
-Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the c rh)r US COmmllrrlfy
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Dorms: Support easy to come by
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Poisoning: Watchdog group tries
Continued from page 1
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Man struck by
BART train,
dies Monday
BERKELEY (AP,
A 43 -yearold man died Monday when he was
struck by a Hay Area Rapid Transit
tram
The man, whose Ila/111. wasn’t
immediately released. had Jumped
onto the track at the lierkele.% sta
non, apparently to retrieve something. :iccording to witnesses
Tin. tram operator tried to stop
the Iron hut failed to do so in time.
said BART police Lt Gregg Savage
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Continued from page 1
tl) stutiv
"It is actually
III the dnrnts, because there is
akiiys someone who can help
vou or someone who will lit
you use their comlinter,- Chat a said.
The students in
Markham Dail said
that the support and
understanding the,:
g,.t from their resi
,lerit advisors. ;is
tilt as from Carol
Tolbert, the resident
director of Markham

Ilan. makes a big difference in
the way the’ conduct themselves in the dorms
"NVe have some really cool
resident :iiivisors. and Carol is

AA

the ideal R.D. She remembers
your mime and helps you with
any kind of problem, whether
it is personal or dorm related, Wallingford said.
"Living in the
donuts is whatever
you want it to he. It
all you want to do is
party and have sex,
then that’s all your
experience will be, -

Living in the dorms is whatever
you want it to be.
Dm HaanVlilallingford
ha
Markresident

up BUSSing out on a lot of
other things:.

Capacity:
Continued from page 1
"Reports show a very slight decrease
in occupancy, but for the most part it has
remained a tight housing market,"
Feinberg said.
Students who like the ciinvenience of
living close to campus are having a hard
It ne finding housing.
’It’s so nice to he aide to leave five
minutes before your class starts,- said
Ann Gonzales, a former resident of
:Markham Hall who now commutes to
schliol. "And if you’re close enough to
walk, you don’t have to worry about parking, I have to leave at kast an hour
before my class starts in order to find a
parking space. Clark expects that the number of slit
dents in the residence halls will be up fur
next semester as well.
"We seemed to have been on a plateau
from fall 1990 until fall 1996 but now the
ilumbers are up. she said.
According to the 1997 and 1998 annual student hi using license agreement,
the current cu st of living in the dorms is
between $5,306 to $5,802 a year, The
prices vary depending on the amount of
weekly meals each student chooses.
Student housing services advises students to get their applications in during
the initial filing period to assure a room
in the residence halls.
The initial filing period is tentatively
,et fiir April 1 thrliugh May 1 for next
sentest

jut,, I PI
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Radio, television and film major Will Spittler impresses fellow residents on the eighth floor of Joe West Hall
by doing an endo in the hallway
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